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Pro- Smooth

P r o t r i m  B u i l d i n g  S y s t e m s

Introducing Smiths ProTrim 

At Pro-Trim we are focused on producing the most aesthetic, versatile and practical range of 
tile trims from the fewest number of profiles, to help our users, installers and distributors 
alike.

Our innovative designs can be supplied in the broadest range of colours and finishes to suit
every project. We use protective tape on every decorative surface to ensure that our high-
quality finish benefits from complete protection until installation is complete.

Our state-of-the-art factory has benefited from a multi-million £ investment program, making
our manufacturing processes amongst the most competitive in the world, with no 
compromise on quality. We can produce unique profiles to order, in any shape, style, colour 
or finish and in any length to maximise utilisation for your project. This, minimises waste
material and installation time. We are always seeking perfection in our product portfolio and 
welcome any suggestions for product improvement from our clients and users alike.

As a result of our R&D studies, we continue to add new features to our patented products 
with regard to the Quality, Cost and Solution triangle. We continuously strive to provide the 
perfect combination of high quality with competitive prices and maximum value for money.

Backed by the size and history of our parent company Smiths Metal Centres, capitalising on 
our unrivalled expertise in stockholding and distribution, we are able to offer a fast and 
reliable response to all your requirements, whatever the size and complexity of your enquiry.

www.smiths-protrim.com
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COLOUR CODES (Aluminium)

PBYZ : Polished Chrome Anodised  
PSRI : Polished Brass Anodised
MBYZ : Satin Anodised
MBRZ : Satin Nickel Anodised
SBKR : Powder Coated Copper
PBRZ : Polished Nickel Anodised 
MSYH : Satin Black Anodised
PSYH : Polished Black Anodised
SPBYZ : Brushed Chrome Anodised 
SPSRI : Brushed Polished Brass Anodised 
SPBRZ : Brushed Polished Nickel Anodised 
SBYZ : Powder Coated White
PRES : Mill Finish Aluminium

COLOUR CODES (Stainless Steel)

SAYNA    : Super Mirror 0.6 mm 304 quality 
IAYNA    : Polished 0.6 mm 304 quality 
SATIN    : Brushed 0.6 mm 304 quality
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PRO-Cubic

P4

Pro-Cubic provides maximum resistance to impact damage. The design 
incorporates a supportive leg to the outer corner, helping to protect the 
profile from bumps and knocks.  It is commonly used to finish the top 
edge of half-tiled installations, as well as between floor tiles, framing tiled 
niches and serving as the leading edge on tiled stairs. 

Length  
2.5m

H

W

Pro-Cubic        Pro-Cubic        *Pro-Cubic    *Pro-Cubic        Pro-Cubic        

6mm 8mm 10mm             12.5mm             14mm

6mm 8mm 10mm             12.5mm             14mm

Stainless Steel

Aluminium
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Pro-Edge provides a protective and decorative solution for exposed edges 
of tiled installations, with a modern, clean and angular look.  As the 
majority of tiles on the market today do not offer a glazed or polished edge, 
Pro-Edge provides the perfect solution.  It can also be used to transition 
from tile to carpet floor and as a design accent for walls, when used as a 
pencil listello detail. You can also cap tiled skirting and frame a window 
reveal. 

Truly a versatile solution. 

Length  
2.5m

H

Pro-Edge         Pro-Edge        Pro-Edge         *Pro-Edge *Pro-Edge        Pro-Edge    

4.5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm             12.5mm             14mm

Stainless Steel

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Edge

P5

No original image 
used Pdf  
POOR QUALITY

No original image 
used Pdf  
POOR QUALITY

Aluminium

Aluminium

Stainless Steel
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PRO-Smooth

P6

Pro-Smooth is probably the most popular design of all the Protrim range, adding a clean, rounded 
transition from the tiled surface to your adjoining décor.  Used as an outside corner, Pro-Smooth 
offers a radiused curve for a softer look and feel, whilst still offering protection from impact damage, 
with our supportive leg incorporated into the design. 

Length  
2.5m

H

Pro-Smooth   Pro-Smooth   Pro-Smooth   Pro-Smooth     

6mm 8mm 10mm             12.5mm      

PRO-Smooth
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The aim of using Pro-Angle, in a similar way to our other products, is to avoid breakage and abrasion 
on the corners and edges of ceramic installations. It can be used on horizontal ceramic surfaces or on 
top of skirting and joint corners in the bathroom. Vertically it is extremely versatile when applied to 
the outer corner of the wall or as a connection profi le. The special design of this profi le allows height 
elevation diff erences to cope with varying thickness of the ceramic tile. Aesthetically pleasing with an 
innovative design, it is an alternative option for the classic corner solutions.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Angle

P7

Length  
2.5m

H

Pro-Angle        Pro-Angle       Pro-Angle      Pro-Angle    

6mm 8mm 10mm             12.5mm      

PRO-Angle

The aim of using Pro-Angle, in a similar way to our other products, is to
avoid breakage and abrasions on the corners and edges of ceramic
installations. It can be used on horizontal ceramic surfaces or on top of 
skirting and joint corners in the bathroom. Vertically it is extremely
versatile when applied to the outer corner of the wall or as a connection 
profile. The special design of this profile allows height elevation differences
to cope with varying thickness of the ceramic tile. Aesthetically pleasing
with an innovative design, it is an alternative option for the classic corner
solutions.

Length :

2.5m = 8’ 2½”
Pro-Angle-6 (1/4”) Pro-Angle-8 (5/16”) Pro-Angle-10 (3/8”) Pro-Angle-12.5 (1/2”)

h
1/4”

[6 mm]

5/16”

[8 mm]

3/8”

[10 mm]

1/2”

[12.5mm]
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Pro-Moon is a simple aesthetic solution for internal corners. If internal corners are completed 
without the use of such a profile, it can leave an unattractive grout line in the joint which is very 
difficult to clean. When internal corners are not cleaned properly in wet areas such as bathrooms, 
this may lead to an accumulation of bacteria and unsightly mould. This is not only unpleasant to 
look at – it can, in certain circumstances, be hazardous to health, especially to people with 
respiratory illnesses.  Pro-Moon provides a healthy and easy-to-clean surface area when used as an 
internal corner.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Moon

Length  
2.5m

H

Pro-Moon      Pro-Moon       Pro-Moon      Pro-Moon   

8mm 10mm             12.5mm            14mm      

P8
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Pro-Line is an alternative to ceramic borders and to our other ranges of aluminium listellos. It is a
listello profile that provides an aesthetic aluminium strip to complement or contrast with your choice 
of tile, adding style to your living area. It can offer a thinner visual face compared to the other 
aluminium listello Protrim products. To facilitate installation, we offer two different heights to match 
the thickness of your chosen tiles. Pro-Line can also be used in domestic flooring, but we advise to 
avoid using in external areas with high pedestrian activity.

Length  
2.5m

H

W

Pro-Line          Pro-Line         Pro-Line 

10mm             12.5mm           12.5mm

6mm 6mm 10mm

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Line

P9

w
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Pro-Bord is an alternative to ceramic borders and is a listello profi le that provides an aesthetic alumin-
ium strip to complement or contrast with your choice of ceramic tile, adding style to your living area. 
With its unique colour alternatives, it provides the opportunity to perfectly complement your tiles. It is 
available in four diff erent widths to meet every need. Pro-Bord is extremely versatile and can be used 
either as a transition between the ceramic tiles or as a decorative strip at the top and bottom of your 
ceramic borders.

Length  
2.5m

H

W

 Pro-Bord        Pro-Bord         Pro-Bord        Pro-Bord  

6mm 6mm 6mm 6mm

10mm 15mm               20mm             25mm

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Bord

P10
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Pro-Bord Flat is an alternative to ceramic borders and is a listello profile that provides an aesthetic 
aluminium strip to complement or contrast with your choice of ceramic tile, adding style to your living 
area. With its unique colour alternatives, it provides the opportunity to perfectly complement your tiles. 
It is available in four different widths to meet every need. Pro-Bord Flat is extremely versatile and can 
be used either as a transition between the ceramic tiles or as a decorative strip at the top and bottom 
of your ceramic borders.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Bord Flat

P11

Length  
2.5m

H

W

 Pro-Bord 
Flat   

6mm 6mm 6mm 6mm

17.5mm             23mm               30mm              50mm

*Pro-Bord
Flat

*Pro-Bord
Flat

*Pro-Bord
Flat

Aluminium

Stainless Steel
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At Pro-Trim, we are always looking for innovative alternatives to offer to our valued customers. 
Pro-Smart introduces a new concept to our range of classic listellos. Pro-Smart is a border system 
consisting of a base and cap profile which provide the highest level of versatility and aesthetic effect.  
Pro-Smart provides the option of base and cap profile both in the same colour or in different colours. 
By offering different base and cap coloured profiles, 88 different alternative combinations are 
available to the end users. You can choose the most compatible colours to suit your tiles, creating a 
different atmosphere and look in your bathroom, especially when set against even the simplest decor.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Smart

Length  
2.5m

H

W

6mm 7mm

15mm 40mm 

 Pro-Smart
Top   

 Pro-Smart
Base   

P12
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The Pro-Gap product is designed to disguise the unsightly appearance of intersections between the 
wall and your bath or shower tray. The colour variations of Pro-Gap products complement most 
colours of baths and shower enclosures. Leak-proofing is not the main aim of Pro-Gap, but with the 
appropriate use of silicone and with the smooth product design, it helps to avoid any water ingress or 
pooling. The primary aim of Pro-Gap is to cover any poorly applied or excess silicone between walls 
and bath/shower units. You can order your Pro-Gap products with matching colour end caps and internal 
aluminium corner accessories.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Gap

P13

Length  
2.5m

H

W

15mm

25mm

 Pro-Gap   
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The aim of the Pro-Trans profile is to eliminate the poor appearance where two different tiles  
or surface coatings meet. The unique colour alternatives enable you to use our transition profile
in harmony with all types of flooring - ceramic, granite or parquet. By virtue of its design, it provides
a more resistant grip in comparison with other transition profiles. Pro-Trans is produced in different
widths to suit your project requirements. Pro-Trans-14, with a width of 14 mm, can be curved to suit
non-linear applications up to a smooth 90-degree curve along its full length. Pro-Trans is eminently 
suitable for the home but also for offices, galleries and shopping centres.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Trans

Length  
2.5m

H

W

9mm 9mm

14mm 25mm 

 Pro-Trans       Pro-Trans

P14
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Pro-Suit is a specially designed product to overcome height differences which may occur where
different flooring types meet. It comprises a base and a cap profile. Two plastic mouldings are 
provided which you can adjust to suit any elevation differences. The cap profile then pivots on these 
mouldings to create an elegant solution to joining two different flooring types and/or elevations.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Suit

P15
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Length  
2.7m

W 40mm

 Pro-Suit Length  
2.5m

W 40mm

 Pro-Suit 

Length  
2.7m

W 25mm

 Pro-Suit Length  
2.5m

W

 Pro-Suit 
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Pro-Stair is a stair-nosing profile which is applied during tile installation. On tiled stair installations
without a suitable nosing protection, significant damage can occur on the edges of the tiles. In 
addition, cleaning or rain ingress can cause floors to become wet, which may result in injury due to 
the slippery surface. Pro-Stair is a profile which protects the ceramic ends and decreases the risk of 
injury. Corrosion resistance is higher compared to other products on the market, therefore. it is 
suitable for outdoor usage.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Stair

Length  
2.5m

H

W1

Pro-Stair         Pro-Stair        Pro-Stair 

8mm 10mm             12.5mm

20mm 22mm               25mm

W2 11mm 13mm               15mm

P16

w1

w2
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of ceramic tiles and can reduce the risk of a slip or trip injury. Countersink holes have been included 
- 

- 

for ease of installation. These holes have been drilled prior to surface treatment to reduce the risk of 
corrosion in exposed areas. This simple solution makes Pro-Stair Basic far more resistant to corrosion 

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Stair Basic

P17

Length  
2.5m

W1

W2

22mm

40mm

 Pro-Stair
Basic   w1

w2
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Pro-Join is mainly used to eliminate the gaps between the ceramic tiled blocks in large open areas 
such as airports, hotels, shopping malls and hospitals. Pro-Join prevents risk of damage which can be 
caused by expansion and contraction due to temperature changes. It is also designed to prevent 
damage caused by pedestrian or light vehicle traffic.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Join

Length  
2.5m

H

W

 Pro-Join  

8mm 10mm             12.5mm             14mm

8.5mm              8.5mm               8.5mm             8.5mm

 Pro-Join    Pro-Join    Pro-Join   

P18

w
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Pro-Skirt is a skirting board profile which can provide an alternative to 
wooden, plastic or ceramic skirting. Unique colour options enable you to 
incorporate your skirting board in perfect harmony with your ceramic, 
granite or parquet flooring. It is designed with versatility to incorporate 
cable ducting, eradicating those unsightly trailing wires. Pro-Skirt is 
inserted into the base mounting that is secured to the wall. Installation is 
an extremely simple clip process so it can be readily removed if necessary, 
for cleaning or cable insertion for example.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Skirt

P19

Length  
2.5m

H

W

 Pro-Skirt  

60mm              80mm              100mm            120mm

14mm              14mm               14mm             14mm

 Pro-Skirt   Pro-Skirt  Pro-Skirt 
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Pro-Skirt Flat is a model of aluminium skirting that combines minimalist simplicity and decorative 
appearance with angular sharp lines. Thanks to the base which is simply mounted on the wall surface 
it can be easily applied. The base mounting is easily attached to the wall by screw (selected according 
to the wall surface) or with a suitable mastic.  Following extensive Protrim R&D work, we have 
designed innovative corner pieces to match the skirting profi les so that 
all our skirting products can be used on both inner and outer corners as 
well as right and left ends. Combined with the design of Pro-Skirt-Flat 
this simple and innovative application provides easy fitting and 
an integrated look. It provides a clean and aesthetic solution for every 
area of life such as schools, hospitals, housing, offi  ces and shopping 
centres.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Skirt Flat

Length  
2.5m

H

W

 Pro-Skirt
Flat  

60mm              80mm              100mm            120mm

14mm              14mm               14mm             14mm

 Pro-Skirt
Flat  

 Pro-Skirt
Flat 

 Pro-Skirt
Flat  

P20
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PRO-Torus
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Length  
2.5m

H

W

100mm

14mm

 Pro-Torus 
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The elegant lines of Pro-Taurus provide an appealing solution to your 
skirting board requirements, offering functionality allied to an 
aesthetic appearance. The classic Pro-Torus aluminium skirting board 
is, as all of our skirting boards easy to install, offering internal-ex-
ternal corners and left and right caps. In certain environmental 
conditions, Pro-Torus aluminium skirting can be preferable to more 
traditional skirting  soloutions as it will not be affected by swelling, 
shrinkage or colour change. 
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PRO-Wave

P22

-

Length  
2.5m

H

W

140mm

14mm

 Pro-Wave 
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As with all our skirting options, Pro-Wave aluminium skirting is an excellent solution where the wall 
and floor meet, removing any gaps caused by inaccuracies in these joints.  Due to its clean and sturdy 
structure, Pro-Wave skirting will not deform, hence it is an ideal choice for the home, hospitals, hotels, 
schools, offices and shopping centres. Thanks to its simple and linear design,
Pro-Wave can complement your floor covering choice with a traditional white 
finish. Pro-Wave aluminium skirting is also ideal for creating a modern and 
functional office. You can use your imagination to create perfect spaces that 
are compatible with your office furniture. Once again, Pro-Wave is easy to 
install, offering internal-external corners and left-right end caps.
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PRO-Regency

P23

Length  
2.5m

H

W

180mm

14mm

 Pro-Regency
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Pro-Regency is a model of aluminium skirting that offers balance
between flair and simplicity especially in your high-ceiling living 
spaces. It will add elegance and comfort to your home. Through 
the durability of aluminium, it will stand the test of time and look
as good as new for many years. As with all our skirting options,
Pro-Regency can be easily installed using our internal-external 
corners and left-right end cap accessories, also made of aluminium. 
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Pro-Sharp is an aluminium skirting product designed to hide unsightly gaps 
and damage caused by poor wall and floor joints. Due to its very thin and 
stylish appearance, it covers all defects and adds  aesthetically to the 
selected space. It can be easily applied with specially produced very strong 
double-sided tape or, preferably, suitable mastic.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Sharp

P24

Length  
2.5m

H

W

Pro-Sharp       Pro-Sharp      Pro-Sharp 

60mm 80mm             100mm

14mm 14mm              14mm
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Pro-Fit is an accessory product, which has been designed and developed to provide
simple solutions to difficult problems.

Listellos are produced at a height of 6-7mm in general throughout the world. Although
there is not a recognised standard, these sizes are the accepted norm. However,
whilst the thicknesses of ceramics and similar surface coatings are predominantly
to between 6-12mm, they can also be produced in larger thicknesses. For example, to
install a combination of a ceramic tile of 10mm and a listello of 6mm, it is necessary
for the installer to fill in the back of the listello with adhesive to bring it to the
same height as the tiles. This is cumbersome and problematic for the installer,
not to mention the cost of the time spent to obtain a perfect result.

Our solution in this case is simply to cut the Pro-Fit 4mm to fit the width of the selected listello, then 
embed the cut Pro-Fit into the adhesive at 3 or 4 different places where the listello will be used. 
When the profile is placed on the adhesive, it will remain at the same height as the tile, with the 
Pro-Fit assembly functioning as a wedge. Pro-Fit works for all listello applications and can be used in
conjunction with Pro-Smart, Pro-Bord and Pro-Bord Flat.

www.smiths-protrim.com

PRO-Fit

P25
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Corner Accessories:

Our continuing R & D has highlighted that accurate mitering can be very time consuming to achieve 
a professional finish.  Therefore, we have developed a range of accessories for some of our products 
to improve the look and feel of your insallation.

Pro-Cubic
Corner Piece

Pro-Smooth
Corner Piece

Pro-Gap
Corner

Left / Right Hand Cap

Pro-Skirt
Internal corner
External corner

Left / Right Hand Cap
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PRO-Mass

P26

Pro-Mass is a project-driven Protrim service off ered to all our customers. In addition 
to our extensive range of retail products, this service allows you to apply your own 
specifi c requirements to any product you choose from Pro-Mass catalogue, which will 
then be brought to realisation using the Protrim manufacturing expertise and quality 
assurance. Of course there is an inherent set-up cost in this process, hence minimum 
order quantities will be applied, however you may be surprised that these may not be 
as onerous as you might think.   So, for a specifi c project, you can place your orders 
in your preferred length and colour according to your need, allowing us to support 
you and the environment by reducing wastage. By specifying cut-to-length products, 
we off er you an easy way to avoid the fi nancial and time costs of cutting on site. By 
specifying longer lengths, you can also eliminate joints which will also contribute to 
the aesthetic appearance.

Cut to length production of all our products in the portfolio can be completed within a 
short time as two weeks (plus carriage). In addition to the products listed in Pro-Mass 
catalogue, we also have other products and we would encourage you to contact us 
with any requirements for similar profi les.
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PRO-Dream
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You dream it, we make it...
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Pro-Dream is a special Protrim service we offer to our professional customers, 
saying simply “you dream it, we make it”.

With our slogan “Offering aesthetic solutions”, the Pro-Dream service offered by 
Protrim offers you bespoke solutions to specific professional requirements.

Our professional extrusion experts will visit you in order to look for a solution or 
alternatively you can send either a technical drawing or a simple sketch to us for 
review. Your draft drawing will be translated into a detailed product technical 
drawing and sent to you for review and approval.

Following the receipt of final approval, the production process will start with 
Protrim quality assurance and finish in only 3-4 weeks (plus carriage). 

It really is a Pro-Dream.
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Pro-Cubic
Pro-Edge
Pro-Smooth
Pro-Angle
Pro-Moon
Pro-Line
Pro-Bord
Pro-Bord Flat
Pro-Smart
Pro-Gap
Pro-Trans
Pro-Suit
Pro-Stair
Pro-Stair Basic
Pro-Join
Pro-Skirt
Pro-Skirt Flat
Pro-Torus
Pro-Wave
Pro-Regency
Pro-Sharp
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DECOR-Availability

COLOR CODES (Aluminium)

PBYZ : Polished Chrome Anodised  
PSRI : Polished Brass Anodised
MBYZ : Satin Anodised
MBRZ : Satin Nickel Anodised
SBKR : Powder Coated Copper
PBRZ : Polished Nickel Anodised 
MSYH : Satin Black Anodised
PSYH : Polished Black Anodised
SPBYZ : Brushed Chrome Anodised 
SPSRI : Brushed Polished Brass Anodised 
SPBRZ : Brushed Polished Nickel Anodised 
SBYZ : Powder Coated White
PRES : Mill Finish Aluminium

COLOR CODES (Stainless Steel)

SAYNA : Super Mirror 0.6 mm. 304 quality 
IAYNA : Polished 0.6 mm 304 quality
SATIN : Brushed 0.6 mm 304 qualityArle Court, Hatherley Lane, 
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